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Introduction of the book:

Being with poetry is so awesome I'm finally on book number three
It takes a lot of time and patiences to get those bright ideas of what
You would love to write. I'm starting to get the hange of it now thanks
Once again for supporting and reading my thoughts of writing God Bless.
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Topic: Eagle

Fly like an eagle sprade those wide wings
And fly. Fly to your destination of comfort
And growth landing with both feet on solid
Ground.





Topic: Be On Point

Out of the clear blue sky I have realized
To never trust a man because of my 
Circumtances be careful who you love
A man will want what you have like your
Job, your money,ect. All of what you got
So be careful please be careful of who you
May love. Love is very blind so you must
Be on point. Be on point and stay focus.
Stay strong and hold on and never give up 
The good fight to be on point.





Topic: Distance

Distance from a far away sight.
One hundred feet of distance
Space how far,how far of a long
Distance no close connections
Of being together always keep
That distance space keep your
Mindset in place.Distance between
Drama and happiness vision of
20/20 reading seeing and doing
Distance of wishing to touch, hold,
Feel from which is not in the present
Or not near scream out loud the words
So that I can hear.The voice of distance
Echoing carrying on as a chorus of a
Song in the middle of a hall kingdom
extreme increase of sound. 





Topic: Not in the mood

Before I start I just would like to say that
I'm not in the mood.Giving all the face
Expression,the frowns just gave it all
Away mood swings I'm moving left im
Moving right.I can't stay steal its so out-
Rageous the way I feel not in the mood
Don't want to be in the grove to do anything
Its just that one moment when the whole entire
World stress you out your all frustrated its called
No being in the mood.





Topic: Window

Looking out of the window
Watching the sun shine hand
On my cheeks.Is this window
Pain? With the graud shield
An opening wall of a building
To see light outside feel air
Through this magical glass
Window.





Topic: Certified

Certified and recognize to high
Standreds guaranteed and proved
To be certified this legally and 
Official of what qualifications that
You shall meet first class.Certifed 
as a delivery of proof. Or a plane
Getting ready to take off and your
Sitting in your first class seat so
Enjoy that flight because its about
To take off.





Topic: Unnecessary

The arguement,the fighting was just
Unnecessary. Things could have
Been handled in a respectful manner.
It was all unneccessary ignorant has
No  meaning or no worth very
Needless not even a strong issue
When I got to the bathroom I make
Sure I use tissues lol to much
Infomation you didn't need to know
That it was really unnecessary





Topic: Out Of Space

Out of space up by the moon in
The spaceship trapped in the sky
There's mercury,venus,earth,mars,
Jupiter,saturn,uranus,and nepture.
In the solar system human cultures
Generations history of scientific
These eight earth seen with telescope
Out of space. Exists between celestial
Bodies on the earth very far, far away.





Topic: Ready

Ready willing and able for the next
Chapter completely fit prepared for
The ability to work immediately so
Get ready to make the visible 
Impression ready sign available
For this action that speaks louder
Then words.





Topic: Independent

Independent having your own things
Taking care of oneself I am an independent
Thinker independent believer I'm very
Confident in myself no one can bring you
Down only if you allow them to never
Worry independent people are winners self
Influence,guidance, writers, artists to earn my
Contempt independent.





Topic: Communication

Communication is the key to
Understanding that motifys
The situations.Very helpful
To get down to the bottom
Of what's going on.growing
Apart for disconnection to
Exchange thoughts,messages
Saying a speech when picking
Up the telephone,computer
Writing communication of
This poem.





Topic: Leadership

Leading in office being ahead
Of time knowing the expert
Skills doing what leaders are
Suppose to do.Leadership to
Follow dwelling in your own
Foot steps GOD has prepread
Setting the path from which
Everyone has to follow the
Leaders position leadership
Into direction.





Topic: Classic

This highest classic material
Model piece of gifted art 
Writing with an distinguished
Pen and paper. Pouring out
Classic brain thinking thoughts
A signifying worth that's classic
Enduring to lasting.





Topic: Control

I have the eagle authority of being
In control of these events,agendas,
Eachday but there's limitations and
Standard against certain things to
Make the decision to do. I'm in
Control to guide the activities thats
Operated through me within my
Control.





Topic: Adore

Adore what you love who you 
May love. I worship poetry writer
Because its fits me adore my
Food that I like to eat adore the
Baths I take it cleanse me. Respect,
Honor what's your favorite idolize
Figure that you may adore.





Topic: System

A vision of set of eyes justified
System to make it work for you.
Power transformation with the
Orderly fashion educational,
Professional training to this
Microsoft word system used to
Type,





Topic: Victim

For victims will have the victory
For all wrongful doings they have
Taking in all through life attacked
By the devil killed for no reason
Life living being sacrificed because
Of a wanna be that wanted that victims
Life.





Topic: Program

A plan to accomplishing work done
Resources to be used project services
As I turn on the television there's a
List of schedule shows to watch dates,
Times working instructions to the public
Information presentations to get with the 
program.





Topic: Tree branch

Big round green tree branch
Leaves growing wide colors
Changing as seasons change
A perennial tall woodly plant
Tree branch out from the dirt 
Cultivate new energetic tree
Perspectives branches arising.





Topic: Address

I will address the issues in a key
Tone of voice directly to the person
Who needs to be  addressed at the 
Time state place or countries.
Address from which a persons home,
Business,restaurant,hotel address
Number of translation.





Topic: Letter

Pages of writing important letters
Deciding what first letter I'm going
To start off with to represent my
Beginning heading after I may finish
I will print sending correspondence
Explanation  off this letter.





Topic: Stamp

Postage meter stamp on
The envelope, postcard
To mail off. Dozen stamps
Official seal heavy instrument
Collections global different
Digital scale stamps.





Topic: Fortunate

Fortunate having what you want 
In life being greatfully fortunate
To a very good award fortunate
From an disaster that came out
To be good luck favorable 
Bringing you happiness.





Topic: Insult

Insult of rudeness sercasticness
But there's life and death in the
Power of the tongue remember
With any form of joke timing
Has to be perfect once karma
Kicks in so watch the insult
That you dish out.





Topic: Inspire

I feel so inspired by the way that she carry 
herself its such an inspiration read and also
Write Poems to inspire myself and keep busy
Good actions give strength to ourselves and
Inspire good actions in others. If your actions
Inspire others to dream more, learn more, do
More and become more, you are a leader these
Words that was used against me inspired took
Me to a higher deep level encourage,strengthen
The Determination open my mind,open my eyes
I feel so inspire. 


